Announcements
Thursday Extras 4:00 in CS Commons; 4:15 talk in Science 3821
This week: none this week; U. Iowa CS next week
Office hours: Normally Mon-Fri, 2:30-4:00
This week: Tues. hours canceled
Mentor sessions Sun, Tues. 7-8 (pm) Commons

Supplemental Problem 1
Requires through conditionals (yesterday's lab)
Due Friday at start of class

Academic Honesty Certification
Any written source (but see course rules)
Mentors, tutors: help with use of terminal, compiler
Individual work on problem solving, program development
(see course rules)

Pair Programming, Part 2
Student comments
Discussion

Loops
Scribbler 2 commands
Questions?
Clicker questions
Furious activity is no substitute for understanding.

*H. H. Williams*

*Oakland, California*

What is printed by the following program?

```
int i;
for (i=0 ; i<4 ; i++)
    printf("%d ",i);
```

A. 0 2 4
B. 1 3 5
C. 1 2 3
D. 0 1 2 3
E. 0 1 2 3 4
for (i=0; i<4; i++)
{
    ...
    1,2,5
    3,6
    ...
    4,7
}
What is printed by the following program?

```c
int i=19;
while ( i % 2 )
{
    printf("%d ",i);
    i /= 2;
   }
```

A. 19 9 4 2  
B. 19 9 4  
C. 19 9  
D. 19  
E. [prints nothing]
What is printed by the following program?

```c
int i=18;
do {
    printf("%d ",i);
    i /= 2;
} while ( i % 2 );
```

A. [prints nothing]
B. 18 9 4 2
C. 18 9 4
D. 18 9
E. 18